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ABSTRACT
Given an RNA sequence and two designated sec-
ondary structures A, B, we describe a new algorithm
that computes a nearly optimal folding pathway
from A to B. The algorithm, RNATABUPATH, employs
a TABU semi-greedy heuristic, known to be an effec-
tive search strategy in combinatorial optimization.
Folding pathways, sometimes called routes or
trajectories, are computed by RNATABUPATH in a
fraction of the time required by the BARRIERS
program of Vienna RNA Package. We benchmark
RNATABUPATH with other algorithms to compute low
energy folding pathways between experimentally
known structures of several conformational
switches. The RNAPATHFINDER web server, source
code for algorithms to compute and analyze path-
ways and supplementary data are available at http://
bioinformatics.bc.edu/clotelab/RNApathfinder.
INTRODUCTION
In this article, we describe a new computational tool to
determine nearly optimal folding pathways between two
given secondary structures of an RNA sequence. Our tool,
RNATABUPATH, and related web server, RNAPATHFINDER,
have potential applications in synthetic biology; in partic-
ular, our work can be used to help engineer bistable
conformational switches with reasonable folding kinet-
ics [see Abfalter et al. (1) and Flamm et al. (2) for
methods to computationally design bistable switches.).
Folding pathways play an important role in various
biological processes, including the hok/sok (host killing/
suppression of killing] system (3) and transition between
two metastable structures, as in the conformational
switch in spliced leader (SL) RNA from Leptomonas
collosoma (4).
In the hok/sok system, the hok gene of Escherichia coli
codes a small (52 amino acids) toxin causing irreversible
damage to the cell membrane. While the very stable hok-
mRNA is constitutively expressed from a weak promoter,
the highly unstable (rapidly degraded) sok-RNA is
constitutively expressed from a strong promoter.
The hok-mRNA is initially inactive, since a foldback
sequesters the Shine–Dalgarno sequence; however, slow
exonucleolytic processing digests the last  40nt of the
30-end of hok-mRNA, thus transforming the molecule
into its active form in which the Shine–Dalgarno
sequence is no longer sequestered. If R1 plasmids of
E. coli are present in suﬃcient copy number, then a
portion of the 64 nt sok-RNA, which is complementary
to hok-mRNA leader region, binds to the active confor-
mation of hok-mRNA, thus causing degradation of the
complex by RNaseIII (3). If plasmids are not present in
suﬃcient copy number, then the cell is killed by hok toxin.
In this fashion, eﬃcient plasmid stabilization is ensured
in the population. [See (3) for a review of the hok/sok
system.]
In the case of SL RNA from certain trypanosomes and
nematodes, a portion of the 50 exon is donated to another
mRNA by trans splicing. Intermediate structures may be
important for the process of splicing, as shown by
LeCuyer and Crothers (4), who performed stopped-ﬂow
rapid-mixing and temperature-jump measurements of
the kinetics for the structural transition between two
low energy structures of SL RNA from L. collosoma.
Conformational switches are thought not only to play a
role in such trans splicing but also in transcriptional and
translational regulation, protein synthesis and mRNA
splicing.
As indicated by the examples of hok/sok and SL RNA,
it is biologically important to determine low energy RNA
folding pathways. For that reason, this problem has been
considered by a number of authors, both in the context
of RNA secondary and tertiary structure. Mathews and
Case (5) implemented the ‘Nudge Elastic Band’ (NEB)
method in AMBER to sample low energy paths for RNA
conformational changes at the three-dimensional atomic
scale. They used NEB to study RNA cis Watson–Crick/
Hoogsteen GG non-canonical pairs, where one G is syn
around the glycosidic bond while the other G is anti.
Since prior NMR-constrained modeling had demons-
trated that the GG pairs change from (syn)G-(anti)G to
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atomic-level simulations using AMBER were feasible.
Due to large structural transitions between metastable
structures in conformational switches, it seems clear that
three-dimensional atomic scale simulations using molecu-
lar dynamics cannot adequately address the general
problem posed in this article. For that reason, it is impor-
tant to develop eﬃcient algorithms to determine optimal
and suboptimal folding pathways between RNA second-
ary structures. Intermediate structures from such low
energy pathways can then be further investigated using
atomic scale methods such as NEB.
Morgan and Higgs (6) appear to be among the ﬁrst to
have considered the problem of determining an optimal
‘folding pathway’ between two given secondary structures
A, B of a given RNA sequence. If A, B are secondary
structures for a given RNA sequence s, then a ‘folding
pathway’ from A to B is a sequence A=S0,
S1,...,Sn=B such that each intermediate structure Si
diﬀers from the next structure Si+1 by exactly one base
pair. A folding pathway is ‘direct’ if every intermediate
structure Si+1 is obtained from the preceding structure
Si by either adding a base pair that belongs to B but not
A or by removing a base pair that belongs to A but not B.
If a pathway is not direct, then it is ‘indirect’. The ‘saddle
point’ in a pathway A = S0, S1,...,Sn = B is the inter-
mediate structure Si of highest energy (In case there is
more than one intermediate structure having maximum
energy along the path, we deﬁne the saddle point to be
the ﬁrst such structure, having smallest index.). The
‘barrier energy’ of a pathway from A to B is the energy
diﬀerence E(S) E(A), where S is the saddle point of the
pathway. Clearly, the barrier energy is of fundamental
importance in folding kinetics.
Morgan and Higgs describe both a ‘greedy’ algorithm
to construct a direct pathway, as described in the
‘Materials and Methods’ section, as well as an algorithm
to construct an indirect pathway by gluing together greedy
direct pathways between low energy structures sampled
from the partition function (In (6), Morgan and Higgs
compute the partition function Z =
P
S exp( E(S)/RT),
where the sum is over all secondary structures of a given
RNA sequence, and E(S) is the Nussinov energy model
(7). Since the partition function is inductively computed,
it is simple to the stochastically sampled structures from
the low energy Boltzmann ensemble. Later, Ding and
Lawrence (8) describe the same stochastic sampling algo-
rithm, SFOLD, with the exception that Turner energy model
(9) is used in the place of the Nussinov energy model.).
While Morgan and Higgs had worked with the Nussinov
energy model (7), which ascribes  1 per base pair, with
no energetic contribution due to base stacking or loop
entropies, our implementation of the direct and indirect
pathway algorithms of Morgan and Higgs uses the Turner
nearest neighbor energy model (9–14), whose parameters
have been obtained by UV absorption (optical melting)
experiments. Since the pioneering work of Morgan and
Higgs, other groups have developed methods to compute
folding pathways between secondary structures. Flamm
et al. (2,15) describe an exact algorithm, BARRIERS
(BARRIERS is available at http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/
 ivo/RNA/Barriers/.), that computes optimal (possibly
indirect) folding pathways between any two locally
optimal secondary structures (A locally optimal secondary
structure is one in which the energy is not lowered if a
single base pair is either added or removed. Sometimes
such structures are called ‘metastable’). While most
biologically important examples of pathway computation
concern metastable or locally optimal structures, there are
nevertheless important exceptions, such as conformational
switches (incompletely) determined by experimental
methods; the adenine riboswitch from Vibrio vulniﬁcus
(rb2) (16) is indeed one such example. BARRIERS relies on
the Vienna RNA Package program RNASUBOPT (17) that
exhaustively generates all secondary structures within
a user-speciﬁed energy upper bound. For this reason,
although BARRIERS is the only exact algorithm, it is gener-
ally limited to relatively small RNA sequences or those for
which the energy of the saddle point between A and B is
not too large. In (18), Flamm et al. describe a breadth-ﬁrst
search algorithm with bounded look-ahead, to compute
nearly optimal ‘direct’ pathways. The algorithm is imple-
mented in the program ﬁndpath.c, now part of the
Vienna RNA Package. Finally, as part of the method
PARNASS, Voss et al. (19) describe a straightforward,
greedy method to construct ‘direct’ pathways.
Our new algorithm, RNATABUPATH, produces (possibly
indirect) almost optimal folding pathways by using a
heuristic from combinatorial optimization theory known
as ‘tabu search’. Tabu search, described in the text by
F. W. Glover and M. Laguna (20), is a meta-heuristic to
avoid being trapped in local optima in local search algo-
rithms. One of its key components, which we use in this
article, is a short memory, often called the ‘tabu list’, that
prevents the local search from returning to conﬁgurations
visited recently. Tabu search then selects the best conﬁg-
uration in the neighborhood which is not in the tabu list.
This neighbor may in fact degrade the value of the objec-
tive function. Tabu search has been a very eﬀective tech-
nique in combinatorial optimization for a wide variety of
problems and is an integral part of the repertoire of
optimization techniques.
To ﬁx ideas, Figure 1 depicts three folding pathways for
a toy 12 nt RNA sequence GGGGGGCCCCCC, with struc-
tures A=.((.....)).. having free energy of  1.40
kcal/mol and B=..(((...))). having free energy of
 1.70 kcal/mol. Structure B is not locally optimal, since
by adding the base pair (1, 11) to A and by adding base
pair (2, 12), one obtains structures (((.....))). and
.((((...)))) having free energies  4.70 and  4.20
kcal/mol, respectively. It follows that BARRIERS cannot be
applied (In such cases, following the suggestion of an
anonymous referee, one could ﬁrst determine locally
optimal structures S, T that, respectively, contain A, B,
apply BARRIERS to ﬁnd an optimal path between S, T . This
yields a near-optimal path between A, B.). The left, mid-
dle and right panels displays the path computed by
our implementation of the Morgan–Higgs direct algo-
rithm, Morgan–Higgs indirect path algorithm and
RNATABUPATH, respectively.
Figures 2–4 depict examples where indirect pathways
may have (provably) lower barrier energies than every
1712 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 5direct pathway, while Figure 5 displays the two
meta-stable structures of host killing (hok) RNA.
Type-H pseudoknots, described in the data base
‘PseudoBase’ (21), furnish canonical examples where
direct pathways are likely to have greater barrier
energies than even naive indirect pathways. Type-H
pseudoknots admit a planar representation where certain
base pairs are depicted above the horizontal line corre-
sponding to the RNA sequence, while others are
depicted below the line—see Figure 2 for illustration.
Deﬁne structure A [respectively B] to consist of those
base pairs above [respectively below] the line. Clearly
any direct path from A to B must proceed by removal of
all base pairs from A, resulting in the empty structures,
followed by addition of all base pairs from B. It follows
that E(A) is a lower bound for the barrier energy of every
direct path from A to B, where A, B are indicated in
Figure 2.
Given the combinatorial diﬃculty of determining
optimal pathways for the Turner energy model and the
inherent exponential time complexity of the program
BARRIERS, it is perhaps not surprising that the problem
of computing the minimum energy path between two
given RNA structures has recently been announced to
be NP-complete. The NP-completeness of computing an
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Figure 2. Consider the 46 nt RNA sequence CGCGACGGCU ACGCGACGGC AAUGCCGUUG CGAAGCCGUC GCGAUC, with secondary structures
A=(((((((((..............))))))))).............. having free energy  16.04kcal/mol and B=...........(((((((((
..............)))))))))... having free energy  18.14kcal/mol. The structure A consists of the base pairs lying above the line in this
ﬁgure, while the structure B consists of the base pairs lying below the line. Program BARRIERS cannot be used, since neither A nor B is locally optimal.
Figure 1. Three folding pathways for the (toy) RNA sequence S=GGGGGGCCCCCC, between the secondary structure A=.((.....)).. with free
energy  1.40 kcal/mol and the structure B=..(((...))). with  1.70 kcal/mol. The left panel of this ﬁgure depicts a (direct) folding pathway
from A to B produced by our implementation of the Morgan–Higgs algorithm (6) to produce a (greedy) direct path. The middle panel depicts the
indirect folding pathway produced by our implementation of the extension of Morgan–Higgs indirect algorithm to the Turner energy model. Note
that the structure .(.........) contains the base pair (2, 12) which is present in neither A nor B. The right panel depicts a folding pathway from
A to B produced by our RNATABUPATH algorithm. Although RNATABUPATH often yields indirect pathways, in this case, the pathway returned by
RNATABUPATH is direct. Note that the last three structures proposed by RNATABUPATH are ...(.....).., ..((.....))., ..(((...))).,
respectively, having free energy of 1.90,  1.40  1.70 kcal/mol. This nucleation and zipping of the stem–loop is energetically more favorable than the
alternative (not proposed by RNATABUPATH), given by structures ....(...)..., ...((...)).., ..(((...)))., respectively, having free
energy of 4.90, 1.60 and  1.70 kcal/mol. Secondary structures are indicated in the familiar (Vienna) dot bracket notation, while free energy in kcal/
mol appears to the right of each structure. Free energies are determined by the program RNAEVAL from the Vienna RNA Package (27).
Nucleic Acids Research,2010, Vol.38, No. 5 1713Thachuk,C., Stacho,L. and Condon,A. (2009)
‘NP-completeness of the direct energy barrier problem
without pseudoknots’, in 15th International Meeting on
DNA Computing and Molecular Programming, June
8–11, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, we survey several known heuristics for
determining folding pathways between two secondary
structures, as well as present our novel semi-greedy and
RNATABUPATH methods.
Morgan–Higgs
To explain the Morgan–Higgs greedy direct pathway algo-
rithm, we ﬁrst deﬁne the notion of a base pair ‘clashing’
with another base pair—base pair (i, j) is said to clash with
base pair (x, y) if either x i y j or i x j y. More
generally, a base pair (i, j) clashes with a secondary struc-
ture A if there exists (x, y)2A such that (i, j) clashes with
(x, y). The set of base pairs (x, y)2A such that (i, j) clashes
with (x, y) is denoted Clash(i, j, A); i.e.
Clashði;j;AÞ¼f ð x;yÞ2A : x   i   y   j or i   x   j   yg
With this deﬁnition, the Morgan–Higgs greedy algorithm
repeatedly performs the following steps: (i) determine the
base pair (i, j) belonging to B but not A which has
minimum size clash set C, (ii) remove base pairs from
C, and (iii) add base pairs in B that do not induce any
new clashes. Pseudocode for this algorithm is described
in Figure 6.
The Morgan–Higgs algorithm to compute a nearly
optimal (possibly) indirect pathway between secondary
structures A, B proceeds as follows. By sampling, create
a set S of low energy secondary structures. If either A or B
does not belong to S, then add the missing structure to S.
Deﬁne a complete, weighted, undirected graph G=(V, E),
where the set V of vertices consists of all structures in S,
and the edge weight between any two structures S, T is
deﬁned to be energy barrier max{E(Si) E(S): 1 i n},
where S =S0,...,Sn=T is the greedy direct pathway
from S to T , as determined by the Morgan–Higgs direct
algorithm described in Figure 6. Morgan and Higgs then
apply ‘single link cluster’ (SLC) algorithm, as described in
(22), in order to determine an optimal pathway, starting
from structure A, proceeding by hopping from one low
energy structure in S to another via a greedy direct
pathway, and terminating by the structure B.
In our implementation of the Morgan–Higgs indirect
algorithm, we sample low energy structures with respect
to the Turner energy model by applying the
Ding–Lawrence algorithm (8), as implemented in
RNASUBOPT-p from the Vienna RNA Package (Step 2 of
Figure 7). In place of the SLC algorithm, we apply a
modiﬁed form of Dijkstra’s single source shortest path
algorithm (23), in order to determine a sequence A=S0,
S1,...,Sn=B of structures, where each Si2S, then
concatenate the direct pathways between successive Si to
Si+1, as determined by the Morgan–Higgs direct pathway
algorithm. Figure 7 depicts the pseudocode for this
algorithm.
Greedy direct algorithm of Voss et al.
Perhaps the simplest possible algorithm to ﬁnd a nearly
optimal (direct) pathway between A and B is to apply
a greedy approach, where at each step we choose to
remove a base pair belonging to A but not B, or add a
base pair belonging to B but not A, where the choice of
base pair to be removed or added is made so as to ensure
the lowest energy next structure. Pseudocode for this
method, described by Voss et al. (19), is depicted in
Figure 8.
Figure 3. A manually designed indirect folding pathway for the 46 nt
RNA sequence CGCGACGGCU ACGCGACGGC AAUGCCGUUG CGAAGC
CGUC GCGAUC, proceeding from locally optimal secondary
structure A=(((((((((..............))))))))).........
..... having free energy  16.04kcal/mol to locally optimal structure
B=...........(((((((((..............)))))))))...
having free energy  18.14 kcal/mol. Intuitively, this pathway can be
visualized as repeatedly moving the remaining rightmost right-parenthesis
to the right, then repeatedly moving the rightmost left-parenthesis to the
right.Inthismanner,allintermediatestructureshavenegativefreeenergy.
The barrier energy of this indirect path is 13.68kcal/mol, while every
direct path must have a barrier energy of at least 16.04kcal/mol, since
the empty structure must be an intermediate structure in every direct path
in this example. Indeed, due to nucleation energy required to start a
hairpin in the empty structure, the barrier energy of every direct path
must properly exceed 16.04. In this case, Vienna Package program
ﬁndpath.c with look-ahead 100 returns a barrier energy of 18.27,
while RNATABUPATH returns a barrier energy of 16.84.
1714 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 5Searching exhaustively all the possible direct routes
is impractical. However, we can beneﬁt from a
more randomized approach in which we randomly
add or remove a valid base pair that yields a struc-
ture that is among the k lowest energy structures.
This semi-greedy approach is depicted in Figure 9.
Since the result is clearly dependent on a parameter
k we can iterate the same approach for several
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Figure 5. Two secondary structures of host killing (hok) RNA, taken from Figure 8 of Shapiro et al. (28). The left panel depicts the secondary
structure of 396 nt hok-RNA, presumably based on Figure 1B of Franch et al. (29), which latter was obtained by chemical probing experiments. The
right panel depicts the secondary structure of the 361 nt truncated hok-RNA, after 30 processing. Since RNATABUPATH requires two structures A, B,
of the same length for a given RNA sequence, we have extended the secondary structure of truncated hok-RNA to consist of unpaired nucleotides.
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Figure 4. This ﬁgure depicts a folding intermediate in a low energy ‘indirect’ path from A to B (unexplained notation taken from Figure 2). Clearly,
every direct path from A to B must have the empty structure as an intermediate structure, hence the lowest barrier energy of a direct folding pathway
must be at least 16.04kcal/mol (in fact even larger due to nucleation energy). However the indirect folding pathway depicted in Table 3 has a barrier
energy of 13.68kcal/mol.
Nucleic Acids Research,2010, Vol.38, No. 5 1715Semi-greedy and TABU semi-greedy methods
Indirect routes present more opportunities and challenges,
since the space of possible routes increases considerably.
Also, a purely greedy approach is not possible since the
algorithm would not be able to escape from cycles. Indeed,
suppose that the structure A is the minimum free energy
structure for the given RNA sequence; then the ﬁrst step
would add or remove a base pair, yielding a structure that
is no longer the minimum free energy structure. In the next
step, the added (respectively removed) base pair would
then be removed (respectively added), in order to return
to the minimum free energy structure. For that reason, it
makes sense to exclude certain moves at certain times
during the search. Tabu search (20) is a well-studied
combinatorial optimization method that entails a greedy
strategy where a list of recently taken moves is placed
temporarily on a ‘tabu list’, and cannot be applied until
removed from the tabu list.
In Figure 10, we present pseudocode for a TABU semi-
greedy algorithm (RNATABUPATH) to ﬁnd nearly optimal,
possibly indirect pathways between designated secondary
structures A and B. The algorithm starts with the initial
structure. At each successive step in the execution of the
Figure 7. Morgan–Higgs algorithm (6) to construct an indirect pathway from secondary structure A to B. In line 2 of this algorithm, we use
stochastic sampling of Ding and Lawrence (8), as implemented in RNASUBOPT-p, and applied a modiﬁed version of Dijkstra’s single source shortest
path algorithm to determine low energy structures, whose greedy direct paths can be glued together for a pathway from A to B.
Figure 8. Greedy method to determine direct pathway between A and B, as described by Voss et al. (19). Secondary structures A, B can be
considered to be sets of base pairs, so the requirement that T  A[B means that every base pair of T belongs to either A or B. This condition
ensures that the pathway produced is direct. The notation dBP(S, T )=1 means that the base pair distance (30) between S, T is 1; i.e. S, T diﬀer by
one base pair. Moreover, since dBP(S, B)=dBP(T , B)+1, each iteration in the while loop ensures advancement by one base pair to the target
structure B. It follows that the while loop involves dBP(A, B) iterations.
Figure 6. Morgan–Higgs Greedy Algorithm (6) to construct a greedy direct pathway from secondary structure A to B.
1716 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 5algorithm, we choose to add or remove that base pair
resulting in the lowest energy (greedy), after which the
base pair is placed in the tabu list, hence cannot be added
or removed for a certain number of steps. The algorithm
iterates this strategy until the target structure is reached.
As in every optimization algorithm we need to deﬁne
the ﬁtness function, F. The ﬁtness function is a measure of
quality of each state. In the case at hand, a state is a sec-
ondary structure S, and the ﬁtness function must account
for the free energy E(S) as well as the distance dBP(S, B)
Figure 10. TABU semi-greedy algorithm to compute near-optimal folding pathway between two designated structures A, B for a given RNA
sequence. In line 11, we assume that T is obtained from S without using a base pair in the tabu list. The tabu list contains base pairs that were
recently added or removed from an intermediate structure. When added to the tabu list, a base pair is given a time stamp. It is removed from the
tabu list after a system dependent waiting time. Fitness F of a structure is deﬁned by F=E+w BP, where E is energy of current structures, w is
weight deﬁned in line 2 and BP is ‘incremental‘ distance toward the target, i.e. ±1.
Figure 9. Semi-greedy method to determine direct pathway between A and B. The only diﬀerence between the greedy and semi-greedy method is that
the latter randomly selects one of the k lowest energy neighbors (Step 5) rather than the minimum energy neighbor. Benchmarking indicates that the
semi-greedy method generally outperforms the greedy method when determining low energy pathways between conformers of a riboswitch.
Nucleic Acids Research,2010, Vol.38, No. 5 1717from S to the target structure B. Hence, the ﬁtness F(S)o f
secondary structure S is deﬁned by
FðSÞ ¼ EðSÞ þ w   dBPðS;BÞ
where w represents a weight that regulates the importance
of reaching the target structure versus choosing a low
energy structure. A low weight has the potential of
driving the algorithm to structures that are too far away
from the target, B, while a higher weight can quickly
converge to the target structure at the expense of including
higher energy intermediate structures in the path
produced. An intermediate value for weight w will tend
to cause the algorithm to behave in a manner similar to
that of the greedy algorithm for direct pathways. In order
to avoid the latter, we have developed a ‘weight oscilla-
tion’ strategy that can be explained in the following steps:
(1) Start with a given initial weight w0.
(2) Increase the value of w when the distance to the
target has not been improved for a number of itera-
tions and restart from the structure found to be
closest to the target.
(3) Decrease the weight when the distance to the target
is improved.
(4) If the weight reaches a certain value wMax, increase
the value of w0 and restart the search (with w=w0).
Our TABU strategy starts with the initial structure A,
and in each step either adds or removes the base pair that
minimizes the ﬁtness function F. The base pair that has
just been added or removed will be kept in a tabu list for a
certain number of steps during which time it cannot be
added or removed to any structure in the pathway being
constructed. The ﬁtness function F is adaptive, since it
depends on the weight oscillation scheme. The algorithm
terminates when the target structure is reached.
Additionally, the algorithm introduces an aspiration cri-
terion for which a base pair can be changed (even if it is
tabu) when the resulting structure reduces the best
distance to the target found so far, provided that its free
energy does not exceed that of the maximum energy of a
structure in the pathway constructed so far. Additionally,
we introduce two stochastic aspects to the TABU algo-
rithm: the time a base pair remains on the tabu list, and
the way to break ties when choosing the best base pair. See
Figure 10 for pseudocode of the resulting TABU algo-
rithm. Note that the algorithm depends on parameter
w0. Consequently, we can start with a given value and
iterate the algorithm using diﬀerent values while maintain-
ing the best pathway so far found. Note that we assume
that in line 10 of the pseudocode of Figure 10, we assume
that T is obtained from S without using a base pair in the
tabu list unless the aspiration criterion just mentioned has
been applied, and that the tabu list is updated.
Our initial implementation of TABU method used a
greedy search strategy. Upon subsequent testing, we
found that by adding a semi-greedy component to
TABU search, the resulting algorithm was substantially
improved. Similarly, we found that the greedy algorithm
of Voss et al. (19), described in Figure 8, is improved by
adding a semi-greedy component for the search. The
resulting pseudocode is given in Figure 8. Clearly, one
could apply Monte Carlo and simulated annealing
strategies to sample low energy folding pathways, as well
as envision a genetic algorithm, that permits the crossover
between folding pathways having a common source A and
target B. Nevertheless, the TABU semi-global approach
of RNATABUPATH appears to be a very fast method
to quickly determine near-optimal folding pathways.
The web site for RNAPATHFINDER includes additional
tools to determine the frequency of occurrence of second-
ary startures in (say) 1000 low energy folding pathways,
and to determine the similarity between two pathways.
In this section, we survey several known heuristics for
determining folding pathways between two secondary
structures, as well as present our novel semi-greedy and
RNATABUPATH methods.
RESULTS
In this section, we present summary results on folding
pathways and energy barriers computed for each of the
algorithms: greedy (19), semi-greedy, RNATABUPATH,
Morgan–Higgs direct (6), Morgan–Higgs indirect (6),
FINDPATH (18) and BARRIERS (2,15). Due to the stochastic
nature of the semi-greedy method and RNATABUPATH,w e
report the best results found over 1000 runs. In the case of
RNATABUPATH, ﬁtness of the current structure is deﬁned
by F=E+w BP, where E is the free energy of the
current structure, and BP is the ‘incremental’ distance
toward the target (i.e. ±1). RNATABUPATH allows the
user to input parameters wMin, wMax that conﬁne the
weight w2[wMin, wMax]. Reported values were for
wMin=1 and wMax=7, which are the default values
on the web server.
Table 1 presents the ‘energy barrier’ in the pathway
A=S0, S1,...,Sn=B between low energy structures A
and B of known conformational switches, where energy
barrier is deﬁned to be max{E(Si) E(A):i=1,...,n}.
Structures A and B are two metastable states of
ﬁve riboswitches, guanine riboswitch from Bacillus
subtilis (rb1), adenine riboswitch from V. vulniﬁcus (rb2),
S-adenylmethionine riboswitch from Thermoanaerobacter
tecongensis (rb3), thymine pyrophosphate riboswitch from
T. tecongensis (rb4), and xpt-pbuX riboswitch from B.
subtilis (rb5), whose metastable secondary structures
were found by in-line probing experiments of various
groups. See references from Wakeman et al. (16) for
riboswitches rb1–rb4 and Mandal et al. (24) for rb5.
Table 1 also contains results for some conformational
switches found on the PARNASS web site, http://bibiserv
.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/parnass/examples.html; however,
since the metastable structures for the latter confor-
mational switches have not been experimentally deter-
mined, we ran the software RNABOR, which determines
for each integer value of d, the minimum free energy struc-
ture MFE(d) and partition function Z(d) over all
d-neighbors of the minimum free energy structure. Here
a structure T is said to be a d-neighbor of structure S if
base pair distance between S, T is d. [See (25) for details
on RNABOR.] For the conformational switches taken from
1718 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 5the PARNASS web site, we deﬁned A to be the minimum
free energy structure and B to be that structure which
is the minimum free energy structure over all d-neighbors
of A, where 10<d and the output of RNABOR indicated
a second peak at the value d.
For technical reasons having to do with computation of
the partition function, the treatment of dangles in
RNABOR is identical to that of Vienna RNA Package
RNAFOLD with option  d2. In some instances, the
metastable structure we chose using RNABOR was no
longer locally optimal under the  d1 treatment of
dangle, which latter is used in all the algorithms appearing
in Table 1. In particular, we should mention that one must
explicitly use  d1 option with RNASUBOPT, to ensure that
RNAFOLD, RNAEVAL and BARRIERS all use the same treat-
ment of dangles. Due to the energy model diﬀerences
( d2 versus  d1) in using RNABOR to choose one of
the metastable structures, BARRIERS could not be used in
some instances—rb2, s-box leader, ms2, amv and alpha
operon.
We see that the greedy approach is simple, but yields
considerably poorer results than other methods tested.
However, a small change such as a semi-greedy
component yields great improvements. Tabu search for
indirect routes outperforms both greedy and semi-
greedy approaches (data for the tabu greedy method is
not shown). In the semi-greedy algorithm and
RNATABUPATH, we experimented with diﬀerent choices
of the value k, where randomly one of the best k neighbors
is chosen. After computational experiments over the range
of lengths typical for conformational switches, we ﬁxed
the value k=8 for semi-greedy algorithm and k=5 for
RNATABUPATH. The initial weight w0 in RNATABUPATH
ranges from 1 to 7, the default setting for the web
server, although best results for this range depend on the
input sequence. In general, w02[4, 7] works better for
larger sequences. Morgan–Higgs direct and indirect algo-
rithms did not perform well in all but one instance;
Morgan–Higgs indirect algorithm curiously outperformed
all algorithms for rb1. In general, FINDPATH is a very fast
algorithm that produces excellent quality direct pathways,
with barrier energies often equal or close to those of
RNATABUPATH. In the case of hok-RNA and HIV-1
leader, FINDPATH outperformed all other approaches. In
our benchmarking, we set the look-ahead of FINDPATH
to be 10; often increasing the look-ahead to 100 did not
Table 1. Algorithm benchmarks for computing folding pathways between two low energy secondary structures
Instance Greedy Semi-greedy RNATABUPATH GreedyMH IndirectMH Findpath BARRIERS
rb1 32.80 25.24 24.04 26.24 23.99 24.04 y
rb2 14.64 9.20 7.25 10.00 10.00 8.20 *
rb3 24.80 22.70 17.90 28.40 20.00 22.40 y
rb4 16.90 16.90 16.90 16.90 16.90 16.90 y
rb5 33.30 25.67 24.54 26.74 26.74 24.54 y
hok 36.37 33.70 29.66 36.30 36.30 28.5 y
SL 14.09 14.09 12.90 18.20 16.20 13.00 11.80
attenuator 11.50 9.00 8.60 12.60 14.70 8.70 8.30
s15 7.10 7.10 6.60 9.70 9.70 7.10 6.60
s-box leader 7.10 5.30 5.20 10.20 9.30 5.20 *
thiM leader 21.44 16.67 14.84 20.57 31.00 16.13 y
ms2 8.30 6.60 6.60 11.70 11.70 6.60 *
HDV 25.50 21.70 17.00 23.53 22.50 17.4 y
dsrA 8.30 8.30 8.20 14.60 10.77 8.30 8.00
ribD leader 13.84 11.70 9.50 18.11 16.90 10.71 y
amv 10.00 6.40 5.80 15.6 10.4 5.80 *
alpha operon 6.50 6.50 6.50 9.90 6.50 6.50 *
HIV-1 leader 14.28 13.49 11.30 17.90 18.50 9.30 y
‘Greedy’ refers to our implementation of Voss et al. (19), where a direct path is constructed by choosing the lowest energy base pair to remove or add
at each step; ‘Semi-greedy’ refers to to our modiﬁcation of Voss et al. (19), where a direct path is constructed by choosing one of the k lowest energy
base pairs to remove or add at each step; RNATABUPATH refers to our semi-greedy tabu search method described in the text; ‘GreedyMH’ refers to
Morgan–Higgs greedy method (6) to produce a direct path; ‘IndirectMH’ refers to our implementation of Morgan–Higgs method (6) to produce a
possibly indirect path; ‘Findpath’ refers to Vienna RNA package ﬁndpath.c method described in Flamm et al. (18) with look-ahead parameter
k=10; BARRIERS refers to the exact method of Flamm et al. (2,15), that relies on RNASUBOPT. In each case, near-optimal low energy pathways
between two low energy secondary structures of ﬁve diﬀerent riboswitches: guanine riboswitch from B. subtilis (rb1), adenine riboswitch from
V. vulniﬁcus (rb2), S-adenylmethionine riboswitch from T. tecongensis (rb3), thymine pyrophosphate riboswitch from T. tecongensis (rb4) and
xpt-pbuX riboswitch from B. subtilis (rb5). Secondary structures for rb1–rb5 were experimentally determined; see Wakeman et al. (16) for
rb1–rb4 and Mandal et al. (24) for rb5. Sequences of additional conformational switches were taken from the paRNAss web site http://bibiserv
.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/parnass/examples.html, courtesy of the Giegerich Lab. For the latter, the two low energy structures were taken to be the
minimum free energy structure A and the structure B determined by RNABOR (25) to be the minimum free energy structure over all structures having
base pair distance k with A, where 10 k and a second peak was found at position k in the output of RNABOR. Energy barrier in the pathway
A=S0, S1,...,Sn=B from A to B is here deﬁned to be max{E(Si) E(A)} : i=1,...,n}, where free energy is measured in kcal/mol, as computed
by RNAEVAL from Vienna RNA Package. Notation used in last column given as follows: ymeans BARRIERS could not converge; *means that either
structure A or B is not locally optimal, hence BARRIERS could not be directly applied. However, one could apply BARRIERS in the following manner, as
suggested by an anonymous referee. Given non-locally optimal structures A, B, one can ﬁrst determine locally optimal structures S, T that,
respectively, contain A, B, then apply BARRIERS to ﬁnd an optimal path between S, T . This will yield a near-optimal path from A to B. Boldface
numbers indicate the minimal barrier energy found by one of the heuristic algorithms, while underlined numbers indicate the minimum barrier energy
found by the exact algorithm, BARRIERS.
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FINDPATH improved dramatically with increased
look-ahead k: barrier energy of 28.5 for k=10, 28.17
for k=20, 23.5 for k=100, 22.7 for k=200, 21.4 for
k=500 and k=1000.
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate cases where a well-chosen
indirect pathway necessarily has lower barrier energy than
that of any direct pathway. Applying this principle to
304 examples derived from pseudoknotted structures
in Pseudobase (21), we found that in roughly half the
examples, RNATABUPATH and FINDPATH produced the
same barrier energy, while in all other instances,
RNATABUPATH produced a lower barrier energy barrier
than did FINDPATH; indeed, the maximum diﬀerence in
barrier energy was 6.51, while the average was 1.93 kcal/
mol with standard deviation of 1.45. Figure 11 depicts a
folding pathway computed by RNATABUPATH between
the two meta-stable secondary structures of the adenine
riboswitch from V. vulniﬁcus (rb2) (16). Figure 12 depicts
the free energy of intermediate structures in this pathway
as a function of step number.
One useful application of RNATABUPATH is to provide
an energy upper bound for subsequent application of
BARRIERS, an observation pointed out by an anonymous
Figure 11. Comparison of best direct pathway (above) and best indirect pathway (below), as found by RNATABUPATH between the two metastable
secondary structures of the adenine riboswitch from V. vulniﬁcus (rb2), as reviewed in Wakeman et al. (16). Base pairs not belonging to either start
and target structure are highlighted.
1720 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 5referee. Speciﬁcally, given RNA sequence s and two
metastable structures A, B, let E0 denote the minimum
free energy of s and let E(A) denote the free energy of
structure A.I fE is the barrier energy computed by
RNATABUPATH (or another method) for a folding
pathway from A to B, then BARRIERS with bound
E+(E(A) E0) will compute an optimal pathway,
provided it converges.
The barrier energies obtained by BARRIERS in Table 1
were computed in this fashion. Since BARRIERS is the
only exact algorithm, when it converges, a provably
optimal pathway is produced. In the cases of rb1, rb3,
rb4, rb5, thiM leader, ribD leader and HIV-1 leader,
BARRIERS did not converge, even when started with the
energy bound obtained by RNATABUPATH.
DISCUSSION
Molecular folding pathways are low energy routes taken
along an energy surface. As previously noticed by Morgan
and Higgs (6), indirect pathways in general involve lower
energy structures than do direct pathways. This is clear
from the toy example presented in Figures 2 and 3.
In other data, we see how the creation of a base pair in
a region with no base pairs leads to the stabilization of
other secondary structures along the folding pathway.
Since BARRIERS is an exact algorithm, it should be used
whenever possible; i.e. one should ﬁrst apply FINDPATH or
RNATABUPATH to obtain an energy upper bound for sub-
sequent application of BARRIERS. In other cases, FINDPATH
and RNATABUPATH appear to produce energy barriers of
roughly the same quality. If large type-H pseudoknots
appear in the structure obtained by adjoining two
metastable structures, then RNATABUPATH is likely to be
the best algorithm, since indirect pathways will have lower
barrier energy in this case.
To assist those interested in computing near-optimal
folding pathways, we have created the web server
RNAPATHFINDER, located at http://bioinformatics.bc
.edu/clotelab/RNApathﬁnder. In addition to supporting
RNATABUPATH computations, source code can be
downloaded for several algorithms discussed in this
article.
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